
 

COVID-19 
Preventive measures for COVID-19 of the Secretariat of the House of 
Representatives at Thai Parliament Building, Kiakkai, are as follows: 

Enter into Parliament Building, at Kiakkai 
 All entrenchers have to pass check-in point for the temperature scanning, which 

must not be higher than 37.5 degree of Celsius. 
 All entrenchers, who enter into the parliament building, must scan QR Code of 

“Thaichana” platform. 
 All entrenchers must wear face masks throughout their stay in the building area.  
 Demanding for cooperation of the members of the House of Representatives in 

reducing the number of the followers. 
 

Using Elevators 

Six passengers could be allowed to access 
the elevator at a time and must stand at the 
specified positions. Being silent while using 
elevator is required for all users. 
 

Using Assembly Hall and Committee Meeting Rooms 
 Organizing a layout of the seats to maintain the social distancing. 
 MPs and attendees must wear the face mask throughout their stay in the meeting 
room, except, when delivering any statement in the meeting.  

Preventive Measures for  
 

  Reducing the number of meeting attendees but only those involved and necessary.  
  Placing alcohol gel in front of the rooms and inside the meeting rooms. 
  The staff in charge of the meeting room must clean the room with 70% 

alcohol or anti-septic papers before and after the meeting is over. 
 

 

  Screening the participants of the press conference by temperature scanning with a 
thermoscan in front of the press conference room before entering the room. 

  Organizing a layout of the media journalists in the press conference room to maintain 
the social distancing. 

  Encouraging the media journalists to wear a face mask all the time in the press 
conference room and keep a distance between them.  

  Placing alcohol gel in front of the room and inside the press conference room. 
 

 

Using Press Conference Room 
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Parliamentary Radio and Television Broadcasting Station 
 
        

        

 

Services such as (e-knowledge unit) 
 

 Keeping at least 1-2 meters of social distancing between a programme moderator and 
invited speaker.  
 Changing the interview pattern of radio and television broadcasting programs by employing 
phone-in interview on specified issues. 

  Providing clear plastic partition to keep social distancing among members of the House of 
Representatives and among parliamentary officials. 

  The officials who perform duties are not more than 3 persons per the period of service and they 
must wear face masks throughout their stay during each service and keep social distancing.  
  

Cafeteria 
   Organizing a layout of the seats to maintain social distancing. 

Two persons per table could be allowed.  
 

 Cleaning all areas of cafeteria with 70% 
alcohol before opening, every 2 hours 
during service, and after service.  

  

 

  Cleaning all areas of cafeteria with 70% alcohol before opening, every 2 hours during service, and 
after service.  

   Cooks or waitresses must wear hygienic masks and napkins throughout the time of their duties and use kitchen 
utensils, like tongs or pincers, when touching foods as well as clean disinfect touched objects including vessels, 
dishes and utensils at higher than 90 degree Celsius.  

  Closing vessels with lids for preventing contaminated foods and halting a buffet arrangement to be served with touched 
vessels and objects together.  

 Placing alcohol and gel in front of and inside the cafeteria. 
 

  Placing alcohol and gel in front of and inside the cafeteria. 
 

Toilets 
  Cleaning the toilets with liquid medicine mixed with bleach or disinfectant by housekeepers. 
  The housekeepers must wear face masks throughout the time of their duties.  Cleaning mops 

and rags with disinfectant or water mixed with detergents and solarizing them frequently are the 
must before use. 

  Placing alcohol and gel in front of the toilets.   
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